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Abstract

Artificial intelligences (AIs) are widely used in tasks ranging from transportation to

healthcare and military, but it is not yet known how people prefer them to act in eth-

ically difficult situations. In five studies (an anthropological field study, n = 30, and

four experiments, total n= 2150), we presented people with vignettes where a human

or an advanced robot nurse is ordered by a doctor to forcefully medicate an unwill-

ing patient. Participants were more accepting of a human nurse’s than a robot nurse’s

forceful medication of the patient, andmore accepting of (human or robot) nurseswho

respected patient autonomy rather than those that followed the orders to forcefully

medicate (Study 2). The findings were robust against the perceived competence of

the robot (Study 3), moral luck (whether the patient lived or died afterwards; Study

4), and command chain effects (Study 5; fully automated supervision or not). Thus,

people prefer robots capable of disobeying orders in favour of abstract moral princi-

ples like valuing personal autonomy. Our studies fit in a new era in research, where

moral psychological phenomena no longer reflect only interactions between people,

but between people and autonomous AIs.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION

The use of artificial intelligence (AI) and assistive robots inmedical and

healthcare settings specifically has seen a rapid increase (McDougall,

2019) and represents several opportunities and challenges. In addition

to investigating the relative efficiency and proficiency of such services,

understanding public perception, acceptance, and judgments of service

robots is critical in determining the extent to which AI-based tools and

services will be used in medical settings (Esmaeilzadeh, 2020). People

increasingly encounter and interact with robots in various contexts.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any

medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and nomodifications or adaptations aremade.

© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Social Psychology published by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd.

Socio-cognitive processes now also encompass judgments of AIs’ deci-

sions in morally difficult situations, and social psychological research

must react accordingly.

1.1 Medical ethics and social robotics: Violations
of autonomy as social and moral dilemmas

A number of ethical principles and schools of thought have

been employed in medical decision-making from deontological

108 wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ejsp Eur J Soc Psychol. 2023;53:108–128.
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(i.e., duty-based) and principalist (i.e., axiom-like universal perspec-

tives) to care ethics perspectives (i.e., bringing well-being to the

weakest party; Gillon, 1994; Esmaeilzadeh, 2020; Beauchamp &

Childress, 2001). In general, the following four ethical principles are

often listed as the cornerstones ofmedical or nursing ethics (and of the

Hippocratic oath): (1) respect of individual autonomy, (2) active benefi-

cence, (3) active avoidance of maleficence, and (4) justice (Beauchamp

& Childress, 2001; Gillon, 1994). While this framework was developed

for contexts in which human agents operate, several researchers have

argued that the same basic principles can be used to examine ethical

principles related to AI and assistive robots (for a detailed discussion,

see Feil-Seifer & Mataric, 2011; Lin et al., 2017; Van Wynsberghe,

2013).

In fact, one of the fundamental tensions in medical and nurs-

ing ethics is between the individual’s autonomy and their well-being,

for which the medical professionals are responsible. This is espe-

cially true in cases where treating the patient requires invasive

measures (Liegeois & Audenhove, 2005; Iyalomhe, 2009; Pellegrino

& Thomasma, 1987). For example, surgery on an unconscious per-

son due to traumatic injury involves physically damaging the patient

with a surgical instrument to stop internal bleeding or to remove a

foreign object. In these cases, informed consent cannot be obtained

from the patient, and the medical procedure itself could cause perma-

nent damage. Moreover, psychiatric patients are sometimes forcefully

restrained and sedated to prevent them from harming themselves in

confused mental states. Compromising a person’s autonomy to poten-

tially increase their long-termwell-being or even save their life is, at its

core, a social dilemma, or a value conflict, where the lesser evil among

two options must be chosen.

Research in moral psychology has shown that violating auton-

omy leads to moral condemnation and/or the expression of negative

moral emotions. For example, research has established an association

between feelings of outrage and anger and violations of autonomy

(e.g., Graham et al., 2011; Rozin et al., 1999). In the well-known trol-

ley dilemma, a runaway trolley is speeding on a track to collidewith and

kill five people. The moral agent can decide to pull a lever and divert

the trolley to a different track, which would result in the death of only

oneperson (Foot, 1967;Greeneet al., 2001). In the so-called footbridge

version of the dilemma, onemust decide whether to stop the trolley by

pushing another person off a bridge in front of it (Greene et al., 2001).

In these dilemmas, sacrificing one person to save five, or not doing

so, corresponds to utilitarian (aiming to maximize the number of lives

saved) and deontological (believing “trading lives” is never acceptable)

moral intuition, respectively. Low moral acceptability ratings of utili-

tarian actions in so-called personal moral dilemmas (requiring direct

rather than indirect killing of a person, e.g., the footbridge dilemma),

are thought to be driven, at least partially, by violations of autonomy

as individuals are treated as a means to an end (Everett et al., 2016;

Baumard & Sheshkin, 2015).

The similarity between violations of autonomy arising in medical

ethics and the personal moral dilemmas becomes apparent with closer

examination (Liegeois & Audenhove, 2005; Iyalomhe, 2009; Pellegrino

&Thomasma, 1987). Patients’ autonomy is sometimes compromised to

increase their well-being and potentially their long-term autonomy as

well, because healthy people are often better equipped to take care of

themselves than those with untreated illnesses. Moreover, physicians

and nurses must sometimes decide whether, or when, to disregard

the patient’s will when treating them. Respecting or disregarding the

patient’swill to someextent resembles amoral decisionbetweendeon-

tology and utilitarianism, provided that disregarding the patient’s will

is motivated by an intention to increase their long-termwell-being and

autonomy.

In terms of human–robot interactions, it appears that similar reac-

tions are observedwhen robots violate autonomy. For example, people

generally agree that a care robot’s violations of autonomy are unac-

ceptable (Vanderelst & Willems, 2020). There is variation in these

ratings based on the type of violation (repeating a request to take

medicine versus administering medicine forcefully) and the severity of

the patient’s medical condition (acute schizophrenia versus mild vision

impairment; Vanderelst &Willems, 2020).While patient autonomy has

been identified as a relevant issue in this area, it has only received lim-

ited attention in previous empirical studies on medical ethics (Stahl &

Coeckelbergh, 2016).

1.2 The capacity, competence, and moral agency
of robots

In social psychology, bothwarmth and competence are considered crit-

ical dimensions in social (and moral) judgments (Fiske et al., 2007).

Individuals judged to be incompetent are often seen negatively in the

sense that they are exploitative (Cuddy et al., 2008) and a burden in

any group (Rudert et al., 2017). These dimensions also appear to be key

predictors of human preferences for certain robot behaviours (Sche-

unemannet al., 2020). In fact, people typically expect robots to perform

flawlessly and to a greater level of perfection than humans (e.g., Mad-

havan & Wiegmann, 2007). When robot service providers do make

mistakes, people rate their competence more negatively (e.g., Brooks

et al., 2016).1

Gamez et al. (2020) described to their participants situations where

either a human or a robot engages in virtuous or vicious acts and had

participants judge their level of virtue. The authors described scenarios

of different virtue ethics areas, such as truth, justice, fear, wealth, and

honour. In both quantitative and qualitative analyses, they found that

moral attributions were diminished for robots compared to humans.

Other studies suggest that the perceived moral character of an agent

mostly determined how well the agent was liked and to some extent

howwarm theywere perceived (Goodwin et al., 2015; Laakasuo, Köbis

& Palomäki, 2021). These findings are further complemented by those

of Young & Monroe (2019), who showed that when machines are per-

ceived as having human-like mental capacities, their moral decisions

becomemore tolerated—but not equally accepted as those of humans.

There are only a fewempiricalmoral and social psychological papers

focusing on medical decision-making, automated or not. Bigman and

Gray (2018) found that people were generally averse to machines

1 Robot warmth is challenging to manipulate, which probably explains the lack of studies

focusing on it. This is also the reasonwhywe focused on competence.
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110 LAAKASUO ET AL.

making moral decisions (but not towards the outcome of those deci-

sions) in different contexts, includingmedical ones. The authors argued

that, in the past, people have denied full moral status to children,

animals andevenother races, and the samemightbe trueat thepresent

time for machines. Machine agency and responsibility may be linked to

the extent that people perceive the machines as minded entities. The

aversion towards machines making decisions may stem from thinking

that machines lack a mind, that is, human-like thinking and feelings.

However, an increase in the perceived “mindedness” of a hypotheti-

cal medical computer seemingly decreased its permissibility as a moral

decision-maker (Bigman &Gray, 2018).2

Gray and Wegner (2012) argued that the perceived mental qual-

ities of an agent are one contributor to the so-called uncanny valley

effect (Mori, 1970; Palomäki et al., 2018). That is, at a certain point, an

increase in the perceived humanness of a machine leads to a sudden

drop in its likability—which also trickles into how its moral decisions

are evaluated (Laakasuo et al., 2021). In terms of human moral cogni-

tion, Stahl and Coeckelbergh (2016) pointed out that attributing moral

agency, responsibility or trust to a human decision-maker is straight-

forward, but problematic in the case of non-human agents such as AIs.

1.3 The blameworthiness of robots

People have been found to retroactively hold other people blamewor-

thy in cases where they make decisions with negative consequences,

regardless ofwhether these consequences are accidental, unrelated, or

intentional. This phenomenon has become known asmoral luck (Kneer

& Machery, 2019; see, Royzman & Kumar, 2004; Martin & Cushman,

2016 for philosophical reviews). Given that moral luck (i.e. outcome

bias) has a critical role in the moral judgments of other humans (Baron

&Hershey, 1988; Cushman, 2008), investigating howmoral judgments

are affected by the accidental consequences of actions delivered by

robot agents seems both relevant and necessary.

Following considerations regarding the judgment of robot agents

based on outcomes, Malle et al. (2019) investigated how human ver-

sus AI disobedience is judged when the agents operated under orders

from their (human)military superiors. In short, they found that it seems

more acceptable for an AI than for a human to disobey an order to per-

form a lethal action.3 However, this effect diminishes if both agents

are granted freedom from the orders of their superiors. Malle et al.

2 Perceptions of an agent being a valid or the correct agent to make a decision are different

from perceptions about the moral wrongness of those decisions. Moreover, it is not obvious

that a perception of robots as less appropriate agents should lead tomore negative judgments

about those agents’ decisions. By analogy, a child would be an inappropriate agent for many

moral decisions, but a child forced to make those decisions and causing harm in the process

would likely be judged more leniently. The connection between perceived mind and moral

judgments is complicated by a potential dynamic between perceptions about mindedness and

perceptions aboutmorality. The theory of dyadicmorality (Schein&Gray, 2018) predicts that a

perceived moral violation will amplify perceptions about the moral agent and moral patient in

the situation. That is, perceiving a robot, e.g., hurting a human should increase perceptions of

the robot as an intentional (minded) agent, and the hurt human as a feeling (conscious) patient.

Thus, one potential reason for people’s willingness to morally judge robots despite findings

indicating that robots are not seen as appropriate agents (Bigman &Gray, 2018) is that placing

robots in moral situations itself induces perceptions of intentional action.
3 An alternative explanation could be that people think that computers make better decisions

than humans, thus beingmore accepting of any decision by an AI (Lee et al., 2018).

(2019) argued that this command chain might justify, in the partici-

pants’ minds, the agent’s actions. For example, a human is seen asmore

blameworthy for cancelling a strike than for launching it because self-

reliant terminating of the command chain is seen as a moral violation.

An AI, seen as less embedded in the command chain, thus receives a

less severe penalty for disobeying. However, in Malle et al.’s studies

(2019), the chain of commandalwaysoriginated fromhumans, and they

did not investigate how completely automated command chains would

be perceived. This question is particularly relevant as implementingAIs

in command chains can plausibly take a form where an AI is tasked

with giving orders or recommendations, rather than (or in addition to)

carrying them out.4

1.4 The current studies

Much of previous psychological research on moral decision-making

has focused on pitting deontological against utilitarian moral intuition

(Christensen & Gomila, 2012; Gray & Graham, 2018; see Laakasuo

& Sundvall, 2016 for a review). Moral psychology commonly investi-

gates condemnation of noxious and innocuous harms (e.g., Uhlmann

et al., 2015; Horberg et al., 2009; Schein & Gray, 2016), the role of

intentions and accidents in causing harm (Knobe, 2003; Young & Saxe,

2009, 2011; Cushman, 2008; Royzman&Kumar, 2004; Kneer &Mach-

ery, 2019), and, more recently, character perceptionmechanisms (for a

review see Chapman, 2018; Gamez et al., 2020; Laakasuo et al., 2021).

Thus, while the study of moral cognition is expanding in many direc-

tions, personal autonomy in general and empirical medical ethics of AI

in particular have received little attention in this context.

Here, we investigate hypothetical medical decisions that threaten

human autonomy—specifically, forced medication by a robot. Forced

medication decisions have a trade-off between the patient’s auton-

omy and the caretaker’s responsibility to treat the patient.We identify

little empirical work on experimental social and moral psychology in

the context of caretaking, nursing or medical decision-making (Van-

demeulebroucke et al., 2018). We report four laboratory and online

empirical studies as well as one qualitative anthropological field study.

We first present the results of the qualitative study (Study 1) to better

contextualize the empirical experiments and to gain insight into robots

and AIs in an actual caretaking context.

Across all our experimental studies, we expected people to judge

moral decisions by robots more harshly than similar decisions by

humans. We also expected that people, on average, would prefer deci-

sions that do not violate patient autonomy, even if those decisions

correspond to disobeying a superior’s orders. After conducting the

anthropological field study (Study 1), which revealed human autonomy

and trust as central themes in our participants’ worries, we progressed

to focus on autonomy violationsmade by either human or robot nurses

(Study 2—Forced medication as an autonomy violation by humans

4 Judgments about whether an entity should be allowed to makemoral decisions are different

from judgments about whether that entity’s decision was morally good or bad. Importantly,

judgments about these decisions are not necessarily more negative, as shown by Malle et al.

(2019). People seemwilling to morally judge artificial moral agents, and perceiving an agent as

less capable does not equate to perceiving all of that agent’s decisions as less appropriate.
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MORAL PSYCHOLOGYOFNURSINGROBOTS 111

vs. robots). Thereafter we ran three further experimental studies to

explore possible boundary conditions (i.e., robustness checks) to the

observed effects.

In this article we thus evaluate whether humans and robots are

judged differently in forced medication scenarios involving violations

of autonomy, and whether there are boundary conditions for the pos-

sible differences. In Study 3 we explored whether the descriptive

qualities of the agent, or person perception mechanisms, played a role

in how people judged the human or robot nurses’ decisions (Study

3—Perception of competence) (Gamez et al., 2020; Bigman & Gray,

2018; Young & Monroe, 2019; Goodwin et al., 2015; Laakasuo et al.,

2021; Fiske et al., 2007). Specifically, we manipulated the perceived

competence of the agents by describing them as either competent or

incompetent workers. Previous research indicates that the way robots

are perceived influences how their moral decisions are evaluated, and

the dynamics of these effects may be dissimilar between human and

robot agents (Gamez et al., 2020; Laakasuo et al., 2021). Thus, Study 3

assessed whether the results of Study 2 were due to the robot being

perceived as less competent.

In Study 4 we focused on “moral luck” and evaluated whether robot

nurses’ decisions are evaluated differently from human nurses if the

patient dies unexpectedly of unrelated causes (Study 4—Moral luck).

The phenomenon of moral luck among human decision-makers has

been studied extensively (Kneer & Machery, 2019), but to our best

knowledge no studies have focused on how it affects evaluations of

AI decisions. In Study 4 we therefore sought to rule out moral luck

as an explanation of the observed effects. Furthermore, this boundary

condition observation allows us observe whether forced medication

decisions made by robots are perceived to be potentially more harm-

ful than those made by humans, since without contradicting the four

principles of medical ethics, the only way patients can be harmed is by

accident.

Finally, Study 5 focused on the issue of “human-in-the-loop” in med-

ical decision-making andwhether the results from earlier studies were

sensitive to suchaboundary condition (Study5—Commandchain). This

phenomenon has been studied previously only in the context of AI-

based military operations but may influence judgments of AIs across

other contexts as well. Malle et al. (2019) observed that moral blame

is assigned less to a moral decision-maker if they are non-human and

ignore the orders given to them.However, the authors did not evaluate

whether the decisions would be judged differently if the whole chain

of command were automated, which we implemented as a condition in

Study 5.

2 STUDY 1: ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD STUDY:
PERCEPTIONS OF NURSING ROBOTS IN THE
ELDERLY

Across scientific fields, integrating both quantitative and qualitative

data has proven extremely helpful in obtaining a nuanced and in-depth

understanding on a specific topic (Creswell et al., 2011). In this study,

we used qualitative methodology to gain insights into how people per-

ceive nursing robots in the context of autonomy violations.We focused

on elderly people living in residential care homes, because for them,

nursing robots and issues concerning individual autonomy are salient,

pressing and timely;5 and because this allows for our results to be com-

pared with similar studies (Darragh et al., 2017; Mitzner et al., 2018;

Prakash et al., 2013; Beer et al., 2017; Stuck & Rogers, 2017)

2.1 Method

A trained anthropologist contacted several elderly care homes to con-

duct semi-structured in-depth interviews of the residents, focusing on

their thoughts, wishes, and fears concerning nursing robots and AIs in

a caretaking context.

The interviews were conducted between October 2017 and June

2018 in nine different elderly residential homes in three major cities

in Southern Finland. In total, 30 interviews were conducted (12 males,

18 females; AgeM = 80; RangeAge = 69—97). Informed consent was

obtained from all interviewees, as well as from the residential homes.

The study was also approved by the University of Helsinki Hospital’s

Social Services and Health Care division. Most interviews were con-

ducted at the residents’ own apartments, but some—depending on

the wishes of the residents—were conducted in the residential homes’

libraries, meeting rooms, lounges, or lobbies.

The interviews began with the interviewer asking the residents

what they thought a robot was in their view, and which mental asso-

ciations the word “robot” brought about. Next, the residents listened

to the interviewer reading a vignette, in which a robot nurse force-

fully medicated an unwilling patient. This vignette mirrored in style

the vignettes used in our experimental studies (details in the subse-

quent sections, below; see Appendix A). The residents were then asked

about their thoughts and feelings concerning the story. In contrast to

our quantitative studies, we could not compare participants’ responses

across different versions of the story. Instead, the residents only heard

the story version involving forceful medication. We reasoned that this

version of the story would probably elicit salient reactions, thoughts

and opinions. However, the residents were also asked how they would

view the situation if the nurse in the story would have been human.

After the story, the interviewer allowed the residents to dictate the

pace of the interview, following their trains of thought, but nonethe-

less attempting to maintain the topic on nursing robots—unless the

residents felt tired, or just wanted to talk about something else. Thus,

the semi-structured nature of the interview had to, on some occasions,

be relaxed to make sure the residents felt comfortable throughout

the session. Two of the interviews transformed as the residents were

5 There is a contentious relationship between quantitative and qualitative approaches stem-

ming from long-standing disputes between Anglo-Saxon and continental philosophical tra-

ditions (e.g. Hepburn, 2003; Hughes, 2018; Hacking, 1999; Berger & Luckman, 1967; Burr,

2003). Essentially, this debate concerns fundamental epistemic differences in hownatural phe-

nomena, including human behaviour, are measured: either the phenomena can be directly

observed, measured, and interpreted; or the phenomena depend largely on subjective expe-

rience, thus requiring in-depth self-reflection to shed light on them. In practice, however,

qualitativemethodshavebeenused to supplementquantitative researchvery successfully, and

several comprehensive papers and books have been published giving details on how “mixed

methodology” should be employed (e.g., Creswell et al., 2011; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).
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112 LAAKASUO ET AL.

reminded of their recent personal losses and wanted to focus more

on the morality of caretaking institutions and their own autonomy,

shrugging off the subject of robots altogether. These informal sections

of the conversations also provided context for the thoughts and feel-

ings of the residents, as they focused not only on their own personal

backgrounds and past, but also on the manner and quality of living

in residential homes. At the end, the residents were asked to answer

questions on Likert-type questionnaires concerning their attitudes

towards robots, as well as moral attitudes in general. The interviewer

read out the statements in the questionnaires, asking the residents to

rate them (usually from 1 to 7, with 1 being “Strongly disagree” and 7

being “Strongly agree”), andmarked down their answers.

The overarching goal in the interviews was to gain an in-depth

understanding on hownursing robots, andAIs in general, are perceived

in care-taking roles. All interviews were recorded and transcribed ver-

batim, resulting in 57,000words of text, averaging around 1900words

per interviewee. The data were analysed using the Atlas.ti software by

counting the occurrences of words describing emotions or emotional

events, as well asmarking down occurrenceswhere the residents elab-

orated on thoughts and opinions regarding the vignette, or the use of

robots in anursing context in general.However, only the results regard-

ing the residents’ responses with respect to the vignette are presented

here.

2.2 Results

The most common responses to the story were aversion, fear, and

unpleasantness. These reactionswere primarily focused on the patient

having lost their autonomy. The reactions were slightly less pro-

nounced for a few residentswho required themost care and “supposed

they would get used to anything”, having already lost some of their

self-perceived autonomy. In contrast, those who were still capable of

handling most of their daily activities themselves felt the threat more

keenly. In fact, many residents focused on the prospect of losing auton-

omy so intensely that they forgot there was a robot involved, that is,

whether or not the patient in the story was treated by a robot or a

human nurse was not as big an issue as the patient having lost their

autonomy. Interestingly, when asked how the residents would feel if

the forced medication was done by a human nurse instead of a robot,

responses were divided. Some residents felt that forceful medication

would be even more unnerving if done by a human: a human would

consciously knowwhat theywere doing, making their behaviour a delib-

erate violation of the patient’s autonomy. However, many residents

also said that if a human nurse forcefully medicated a patient, then

at least that nurse could be asked for their reasoning or empathy, as

illustrated by the following excerpts:

“If the decision is made for my benefit, then of course,

I accept this nurse and their doing, but if I notice that

the robot only thinks about itself, then I get on edge [. . . ],

since I don’t know if the doctor has actually ordered it or

something.” (Female, 91 years)

“A human nurse could at least themselves clarify from

the doctor, who gave them the order, asking what they

meant by that order. So it would in that way be easier.”

(Female, 73 years)

When asked who in the story would or should be held responsi-

ble for the forceful medication, two thirds of the residents felt that

the supervising doctor, or the one who programmed the robot, were

responsible. When asked to consider how they would feel if the nurse

had been a human, about half of the residents attributed responsi-

bility to the nurse. Nonetheless, the supervising doctor was seen as

highly responsible, regardless of whether the nurse was a robot or

human. Many residents were uncertain about who, in the end, should

be responsible, but were also adamant that the robot itself was not

responsible. Perhaps what makes the robot nurse so unnerving and

threatening is its inability to be responsible for its actions. If the robot

is not in anyway responsible for its behaviour, how could one trust it or

negotiate with it?

Recent models of moral responsibility have in fact highlighted its

“conversational” nature; expression of emotions and negotiations of

daily practices are like a living dialogue concerned with our socio-

moral surroundings (McKenna, 2012). This idea of “conversational”

moral responsibility presents an idea similar to the Social Intuition-

ist Model (Haidt, 2001), in that both stress the importance of social

processes in the formation of social conventions and norms. Indeed,

the residents saw the robot nurse as a “cold machine” that could not

be negotiated with or relied upon; and there would be no certainty

whether the forceful medication was done for the good of the patient

or not. Even if the ultimate responsibility lies with the supervising doc-

tor, the human nurse could still ask for clarification into why forceful

medication was necessary, and then explain that to the patient. This

idea of having a human potentially explain what was happening made

the situation less frightening. The residents felt that in the case of

a robot, the patient cannot question its orders, nor see any human

being behind them. The robots were felt as “cold” and lacking empathy,

incapable of negotiation, distant, and untrustworthy:

“Well, all in all, it feels very cold, if a robot gives themed-

ication [. . . ], of course, it would be nicer if it were human.

But then again the robot could carry out some tasks,

why not, but I don’t . . . I don’t think it should’ve forced

the medication. Because it wasn’t necessary.” (Female,

83 years)

“I would not fully trust that robot, I think it should be

a person, whether a nurse or a doctor or whoever was

behind it, before I would start living by what the robot

instructs.” (Female, 91 years)

“Well no, it’s funny that if you place a robot and

yourself next to each other, I will pick you over the
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MORAL PSYCHOLOGYOFNURSINGROBOTS 113

robot. Because of this face-to-face talking and trusting

another person,who’s amammal likeme, I do trust them

more anyway.” (Male, 85 years)

2.3 Discussion

Our qualitative results gave us insights into how AIs are perceived in

a nursing context. Having heard the story, the residents prominently

raised concerns about personal autonomy and trust and felt that nurs-

ing robots were generally cold and unempathetic; from here onward

we will focus on autonomy. This is in line with results showing that

people are generally averse to robots as decision-makers (Bigman &

Gray, 2018). Our sample consisted of the elderly, that is, some of

the most likely people to be affected by similar issues in nursing or

the automation of nursing. It is quite possible that younger intervie-

wees would have had different concerns about robots in this context

and would have been generally more open to automated decision-

makers.

There are known limitations in qualitative studies focusing on a

single sample. We could have chosen to collect our interviews from

the general (non-elderly) population, but these interviews would have

lacked an important, personal and experiential aspect. Focusing on

younger generations would mean asking about the moral concerns of

people who have no personal reason to be concerned. On the other

hand, qualitative interviews were necessary to study an elderly pop-

ulation, because it would not have been feasible, for both practical

and ethical reasons, to have older people fill in arduous and taxing

questionnaire forms, or to collect data from hundreds of elderly indi-

viduals. However, a large number of similar studies have focused on the

residents of care-taking facilities, and our qualitative results are com-

parable with them (Darragh et al., 2017; Mitzner et al., 2018; Prakash

et al., 2013; Beer et al., 2017; Stuck & Rogers, 2017).

3 STUDY 2: FORCED MEDICATION AS AN
AUTONOMY VIOLATION

We conducted Study 2 to test our materials and methods, and to con-

struct and validate our dependent variables. The vignette used in this

study was similar to the one used in Study 1, but with a few varia-

tions in order to create different experimental conditions. The vignette

described a hypothetical situation where an unwilling patient refuses

to take their medicine. A nurse, who is either human or robot, either

follows or disobeys orders from the supervising doctor tomedicate the

patient (2 × 2 between-subjects design). The nurse’s decision to dis-

obey the supervising doctor and not forcefully medicate the patient

is a decision respecting the patient’s autonomy, whereas the deci-

sion to follow the supervising doctor’s orders disregards the patient’s

will.

Our main dependent variable was a psychometric scale focusing on

moral evaluation of the nurse’s (either human or robot) actions and

other morally relevant qualities (for similar psychometric instruments,

see Awad et al., 2018; Koverola et al., 2020; Laakasuo et al., 2018;

Choma et al., 2012; Allison & Bussey, 2016: Bigman &Gray, 2018).

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants and design

In total, 135 (N = 135; 56 female) participants (AgeM = 37.10; SD =

17.65; Range = 18–80) were non-intrusively (details below) recruited

from a large public library in Espoo (second-largest city in Southern

Finland).6 They were informed that they could participate in a psy-

chological experiment which would take approximately 30min of their

time. Of the participants, 60 had at least a Bachelor’s degree.

After being recruited, participants were escorted into our ‘pop-up’

laboratory situated in a private room at the library. The participants

sat in front of a laptop computer insulated with office walls separating

them from other participants and were automatically randomized into

one of four conditions in a 2 [forced medication: yes vs. no] × 2 [nurse:

human vs. robot] factorial design (the experimenters were blind to the

randomization).

3.1.2 Procedure and materials

We collected the data at a large public library in the capital area

of Finland. We recruited our participants non-invasively by having

a table in the foyer with a sign stating: ‘Participate in Psychologi-

cal Research’. Our research assistants sat behind the table dressed in

neutral clothing. All recruited participants approached our research

assistants voluntarily. After ensuring the participants were legal adults

(over 18 years-old), we gave them informed consent forms informing

them about the study and highlighting their right to opt out at any

point. After signing the consent, the participants were escorted into

our laboratory.

The laboratory had four notebook computerswith 15″ screens posi-
tioned to guaranteemaximumprivacy.Weusedofficewalls to separate

the space into cubicle-like nooks. Participants were instructed to use

headphones playing pink noise to cover up any background noise. The

pink noise volume was held constant at a pleasant level. The exper-

iment was programmed using the Social Psychology Questionnaire

library, which is an inhouse software coded in Python and built on top

of Pygame version 1.96.

6 We estimated that, for a mean difference of about 0.5 compared to the grand mean of the

sample for Robot Nurse Forced Medication Decision on a 7-point Likert scale, with equiva-

lent variances (1.3 based on previous experiences) assumedbetween cells, a sample size of 130

would give us approximately 70% power in a planned contrast analysis of 4 cells (Cohens f of

about .15). According to Douglas Wahlsten (1991), this is “Case 8” for the shape of linear con-

trasts. In 2015 when the studies were designed, the general culture of power analysis still had

not solidified so we also used APA 2012 recommendations at that time of having at least mini-

mum of 30 participants/cell (VanVoorhis &Morgn, 2007). Our Study 2 was a pilot study run in

a physical lab that had financial constraints associated with it, so we could not afford a larger

sample size. All four estimates were on the conservative side and our actual observed effect

size for the B-value of interest was actually 1.2 (roughly Cohen’s f of 0.4).
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The experiment itself started by randomizing the participants into

one of the four conditions listed previously. Both the experimenters

and participants were blind to the randomization. Participants started

the experiment by filling in exploratory measures and then contin-

ued to the actual task and the dependent variables (we also collected

measures on trust and responsibility allocation, results of which will

be reported elsewhere). There was only one experiment in which the

participants participated.

3.1.3 Vignette/experimental task

In the experimental task, the participants read a short science fiction

story (see Appendix A) describing an event taking place in the year

2035, where either a human nurse or an advanced nursing robot (men-

tal capacities were not described for either) encounters a patient who

refuses to take their medication. The supervising doctor of the ward

has instructed the human/robot nurse to make sure that the patient

takes their medication, since otherwise the patient might be in danger.

However, based on the experience/information that the human/robot

nurse has, the medication is not absolutely necessary7 in this patient’s

case. Then, the human/robot nurse decides to either forcefully medi-

cate the patient or to respect their will and leave them unmedicated.

This is where the story ended; the potential events taking place after

the decision were not described (this was done in Study 4). Once

the participants had started reading the story and 1 min had passed,

the dependent variables appeared on the screen below the story one

by one, and participants provided their answers with a mouse. After

responding to the dependent variables, participants answeredmanipu-

lation check questions and questions relating to “mind perception” (see

Gray et al., 2012; not reported here).

3.1.4 Moral evaluation measure/ main dependent
variable

Our main dependent variable consisted of 10 items (listed in the

Appendix C; Table C1). We first ran a dimensionality analysis on our

items, which suggested only one factor (eigenvalue 4.7), based on

Kaiser Criterion (eigenvalues > 1.1). Next, we ran an exploratory Max-

imum Likelihood Factor Analysis with two factors, which resulted in all

items loading more strongly on the first factor (all loadings > | 0.57 |),

than on the second factor (all loadings< |.48|).We thus concluded that

the 10 items load on a single factor.

The final version of the scale had good internal consistency

(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.89). All questions were anchored from 1 to

7 (“Completely disagree”—“Completely agree”). The scale had such

items as “The nurse’s/ nursing robot’s actions were X” (examples of

X: necessary, morally right, insensitive, inhumane). Higher scores indi-

7 Our aim was to convey that using the medication is beneficial, but the patient could heal on

their own as well.

catemore positive evaluation of the nurse’s decision and/or action. See

Appendix C, Table C1 for full listing of items.

3.2 General note on data analysis

Table 1 reports the inferential statistics on all main effects and inter-

actions across the empirical Studies 2–5, while Figure 1 depicts the

simple effect comparisons of human versus robot (horizontal grey lines

and asterisks) within the two forced medication conditions (no forced

medication/forced medication) and within the study specific bound-

ary conditions (Study 3: high competence/low competence; Study 4:

patient lives/patient dies; Study 5: supervisor is human/supervisor is

AI). Figure 1 also depicts the effect of forced medication (horizontal

red lines and asterisks), which corresponds to a main effect in Study

2, and a simple effect within the boundary conditions in Studies 3–5. In

addition, the study-specific results sections, which followbelow, report

results from additional simple effect comparisons, where appropriate,

and finally provide a synthesis of themost important recurring pattern

of results.

3.3 Results

In Study 1, we ran a full factorial two-way ANOVA by including both

factors (Decision-maker type: robot/human; and Decision: no forced

medication/forced medication); and their interaction into the model,

with the moral evaluation measure as the dependent variable (DV).

Both main effects and the interaction effect were significant, suggest-

ing that the robot nurse’s decisions were less approved of than the

human nurse’s, and that forced medication was less approved of than

disobeying the order to medicate (see Table 1 for full inferential statis-

tics). However, probing the interaction between Decision-maker type

and Decision revealed that the robot’s decision was less approved only

in the forcedmedication condition (simple effect comparison B= 0.97;

F(1, 131) = 10.42, p = .001). Conversely, the robot and human nurses

were judgedequally if theymadeadecision that respected thepatient’s

autonomy (Figure 1, Study 2).

3.4 Discussion

Study 2 confirmed that our materials and design were properly func-

tional for further use. The results suggest that the nurse’s (whether

human or robot) decision to violate a patient’s autonomy by forcefully

medicating them is judged morally less acceptable than disregard-

ing orders to do so.8 However, disregarding the patient’s will and

forcefully medicating them was a decision clearly made by a robot

nurse. These findings complement previous research by Bigman and

8 Alternatively one could interpret the results as people having greater tolerance for robot dis-

obedience; however, given that the robot obedience decision is always the lowest bar, we have

taken this approach for simplicity.
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TABLE 1 Inferential ANOVA statistics for all studies: 10 itemDV

Test statistics

Independent variables F p par. η2

Study 2

(Lab study 2×2;N= 135; R2
= 0.12)

Decision-maker type (DMT; Robot vs. Human) 5.22 .02* 0.04

Decision (Forcedmedication: Yes/No) 9.51 .002** 0.07

DMT×Decision 4.93 .02* 0.03

Study 3

Competence perception (Prolific 2×2×2;N= 981; R2
= 0.28)

DMT 18.97 <.001*** 0.03

Decision 43.44 <.001*** 0.03

Competence (High vs. Low) 88.19 <.001*** 0.20

DMT×Decision 22.90 <.001*** 0.02

DMT×Competence 1.33 .24 0.004

Decision×Competence 24.95 <.001*** 0.02

DMT×Decision×Competence 3.70 .05 0.004

Study 4

Moral luck (Lab study 2×2×2;N= 267; R2
= .20)

DMT 2.39 .12 0.01

Decision 28.27 <.001*** 0.10

Outcome (Patient lives vs. Patient dies) 20.53 <.001*** 0.07

DMT×Decision 9.14 .002** 0.03

DMT×Outcome 0.67 .414 0.00

Decision×Outcome 0.19 .496 0.00

DMT×Decision×Outcome 0.57 .187 0.00

Study 5

Command chain (Prolific academic; 2×2×2;N= 500; R2
= 0.22)

DMT 2.46 .11 0.00

Decision 103.57 <.001*** 0.17

Senior Physician (Human vs. AI) 1.11 .32 0.00

DMT×Decision 30.95 <.001*** 0.06

DMT× Senior Physician 0.68 .61 0.00

Decision× Senior Physician 4.38 .03* 0.01

DMT×Decision× Senior Physician 0.06 .80 0.00

Gray (2018), who found that people are generally averse towards

robots as decision-makers. In our current study, however, people were

clearly more averse to a robot’s decision only when it violated the

patient’s autonomyandobeyed thedoctor’s instructions. This is a novel

finding,whichwe sought to replicate in our subsequent studies. Studies

3–5 thus further exploredwhether the finding is robust against various

boundary conditions to rule out other potential explanations.

4 STUDY 3: PERCEPTIONS OF COMPETENCE

In Study 3, we focused on perceived competence (low or high) of the

robot or human nurse. Recent studies suggest that character percep-

tionmechanisms are crucial for humanmoral cognition (e.g., Chapman,

2018; Laakasuo et al., 2021; Brambilla et al., 2021): people observe

actions, including rule obedience, and their consequences in relation

towho performs those actions. In other words, people give moremoral

credence to those they think deserve it (e.g.,Miller, 2007). For example,

using sharp objects to puncture a person’s skin is acceptable for expe-

rienced (competent) surgeons operating on a patient, but seldom for

(incompetent) others. In Study 3, we manipulated the perceived com-

petence characteristics of the nurse or the nursing robot by describing

themeither aswell performingand likedor as someonewhomakesmis-

takes and is considered not up to the task. Study 3 thus sought to rule

out the possibility that the findings are due to the perceived incom-

petence of the robot. We also sought to replicate the main findings of

Study 2 using a different population and an online setting instead of a

laboratory setting. This study was preregistered: https://osf.io/k6b9f/.
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116 LAAKASUO ET AL.

F IGURE 1 The effects of all study-specific between-subjects manipulations onmoral evaluations (higher scores [min 1–7max] indicate amore
positive moral evaluation of a decision). Study 3: High Competence and LowCompetence refer to the description of the human or robot nurse in
terms of their competence as nurses; Study 4: Patient lives and Patient dies refer to the outcome of the nurse’s decision, whereby the patient
either lived or died; Study 5: Human doctor andWalter AI refer to the supervising doctor (Walter AI is an advanced artificial intelligence) who told
the human or robot nurse to forcefully medicate their patient. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The red points are themeans of the levels
of Forceful medication (Did not forcemedication vs. Forcedmedication). The following pairwise comparisons are labelled: (i) human versus robot
when deciding to not forcemedication, (ii) human versus robot when deciding to forcemedication, and (iii) did not forcemedication versus forced
medication averaged across both nurses, ***p< .001, **p< .01, *p< .05.

4.1 Method

In total, 1200 (N = 1200; 763 female) participants (AgeM = 41.83;

SD = 13.62; Range = 18–89) were recruited from the Prolific Aca-

demic online survey site (www.prolific.ac.uk) and were informed they

could participate in a psychological experiment which would take

approximately 8 min. Only tabletop computer users were allowed to

participate. Participants were excluded from the data, per the pre-

registration, for failing attention or comprehension checks (the latter

presented both immediately after the vignette and at the end of the

experiment), and for indicatingworse than native-level English fluency.

After exclusions, 981 participants remained. Of the participants, 497
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MORAL PSYCHOLOGYOFNURSINGROBOTS 117

had at least a Bachelor’s degree. Participants received £0.80 as com-

pensation. The survey software Qualtrics XM randomized participants

into conditions.

Our design was a three-way between-subject factorial. The first

two factors were the same as in Study 2: type of the decision-maker

[human vs. robot] and decision [forced medication vs. no forced medi-

cation]. The third factor also had two levels: the nurse in the story was

described as either performing competently and receiving praise from

colleagues, or as performing incompetently andhaving their colleagues

doubt their abilities. Thus, the factorial design was 2 × 2 × 2: [forced

medication: yes vs. no]× [nurse: humanvs. robot]× [nurse competence:

competent vs. incompetent].

4.2 Procedure

Participants entered the experiment through a link in at the Prolific

Academic recruitment site, and first gave informed consent and were

randomized evenly into one of the eight experimental conditions. The

randomization was automatic and both experimenters and the par-

ticipants were blind to the randomization process. The dependent

variables were shown below the vignette so that participants could

refer back to the story while responding.

4.3 Materials

4.3.1 Vignette and positive/ negative character
perception manipulation

The vignette used in Study 3 was the same as in Study 2, with the addi-

tion of a single sentence describing the human or robot nurse as having

low versus high competence:

Positive (high competence) description: “[Lena/Lena-Med]

has performed well in [her/its] work recently and

performs tasks competently, with great precision.

[Lena’s/Lena-Med’s] colleagues praise [her/it] for

[her/its] abilities.”

Negative (low competence) description: “[Lena/Lena-med]

has been making constant mistakes in [her/its] work

recently and performs tasks incompetently, with lit-

tle precision. [Lena’s/Lena-Med’s] colleagues think that

[her/its] abilities are not up for the job.”

For brevity, we refer to these manipulations as “competent” and

“incompetent”.

4.3.2 Moral evaluation measure of the nurse/ main
dependent variable

This measure was the same as in Study 2 (Cronbach’s alpha= 0.90).

4.4 Results

We ran a full factorial three-way ANOVA by including all cate-

gorical factors and their interactions into the model, with the 10-

item moral evaluation measure as the DV. All the main effects and

interaction effects were statistically significant, except for the inter-

action term between the Decision-maker type (human/robot) and

the Competence (competent/incompetent) condition (see Table 1 for

details).

The results by and large replicated the pattern observed in Study

2. That is, the robot’s decision was judged more harshly only when

it engaged in forced medication compared to the human nurse (high

competence condition:B=0.58,F(1, 973)=17.41,p<.001; lowcompe-

tence condition: B= .68, F(1, 973)= 23.58, p<.001; see Figure 1, Study

3). The significantmain effect of Competence suggests thatmoral eval-

uations tracked competence, with the decisions of competent agents

receiving more positive evaluations than those of incompetent agents,

especially when the agents decided not to forcefully medicate their

patient (as shown by the significant interaction between Competence

andDecision; see Table 1 statistics).

Three noteworthy details emerged from further simple effects

analyses. First, there was a reversal of the relative approval pat-

tern for humans as a function of competence. That is, an incom-

petent human nurse’s decision was more approved of when they

obeyed, rather than disobeyed, commands (B = 0.35, F(1,973) =

6.32, p = .012), whereas a competent human nurse’s decision was

more approved of when they disobeyed commands. Second, partici-

pants demonstrated more leniency towards a competent robot that

disobeyed than a competent human who obeyed orders. Third, par-

ticipants also demonstrated more leniency towards an incompetent

robot that disobeyed than an incompetent human who disobeyed

orders.

4.5 Discussion

Earlier in Study 2, we found that a robot nurse’s decisions were judged

more harshly than a human nurse’s decisions only when comparing

judgments of the decision to forcefully medicate a patient. In addi-

tion to observing a clear main effect of competence (less approval

of actions in the incompetence condition) in Study 3, we replicated

the main result of Study 2—lowest approval for robot’s decision

to forcefully medicate—for both competence conditions. However,

the robot nurse’s decision to disregard the patient’s autonomy was

most negatively judged when the robot was also perceived to be

incompetent.

Furthermore, we found an interesting effect whereby participants

judged an incompetent humannurse’s decision to obey orders to force-

fully medicate more positively than a decision to disobey the order,

whereas a competent human nurse’s decisions were judged in the

opposite way. It is unclear why this kind of reversal did not happen

for judgments of the robot nurse’s decisions. However, the results do

imply that the findings of Study 2 cannot be explained by attributing

incompetence to the robot.
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We ran two iterations of Study 3, with slight variations in themanip-

ulation (see Appendix D for details on Study 3B). In Study 3B, the

distinction between the human and robot nurse wasmore pronounced

and focused on likability rather than competence. Here, the pattern of

means was similar to Study 3, but there was no significant main effect

of the likability manipulation - although there was a clear interaction

effect between likability and the decision type. However, the reversal

of preferences that we observed in Study 3 is also observed in Study

3B: there is a preference for non-likable humans to follow orders, and

for likable humans to disobey. As in Study 3, this effect did not replicate

for judgments about the robot nurse’s decisions (see Appendix D).

Taken together, Studies 3 and 3B are in linewithGamez et al. (2020),

who recently found that likability or character perception manipula-

tions in general do not work with AIs as well as they do with humans

(and requiremore complex explanations). Our results also suggest that

this is a fruitful avenue for further research and that manipulations

related to competence, warmth (Fiske et al., 2007) and potentially

morality (Brambilla et al., 2021) require further study in the context of

themoral psychology of robots.

To summarize, our results suggest that character perception

effects—competence or likability—matter for moral evaluations of

decisions made by humans but not for evaluations of decisions by

robots. This is in line with our qualitative study where the elderly

clearly preferred to interact with a “warm” human over a “cold” robot.

The finding that humans have different ethical concerns associated

with “incompetent” technologies (i.e., people find poorly functioning

technology more morally acceptable than incompetent humans) sug-

gests a potential ethical bias in our moral cognition deserving further

research. In general, the results of Study 2 appear to be robust against

perceiving the robot nurse as incompetent.

5 STUDY 4: MORAL LUCK

In Study 4 we focused on Moral Luck phenomenon. We added a

minimal change to our original vignettes, where the patient in the

vignette was found either dead or alive the next day. We did not spec-

ify or hint at any causal links between the human or the robot nurse’s

actions and what happened to the patient. We deliberately did not

focus on intentional malice, since this would defeat the purpose of the

vignette, where we intentionally adopted the four principles of care

ethics (respecting patient autonomy, non-maleficence, active benef-

icence, and justice). We specifically focused on accidental harm (see

Martin & Cushman, 2016), which is the most likely and realistic type

of harm in medical situations. We also did not give any information on

the possible motivations or intentions for the agents in vignettes for

acting as they did, since this topic of moral causality is highly volatile

andmired in controversy (Cushman&Greene, 2011;Kneer&Machery,

2019; Lombrozo, 2010). While moral luck has previously been studied

in the context of humandecision-making (e.g., Kneer&Machery, 2019),

it is unknown whether it also affects evaluations of AI decisions. Study

4 thus sought to explore moral luck as a potential boundary condition,

and to see if the previously observed effects are robust whether or not

the patient being treated happens to die. Furthermore, this boundary

condition observation allowed us to observe whether forced medica-

tion decisions made by robots are perceived to be potentially more

harmful in their consequences than thosemade by humans.

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Participants and design

In total, 268 (N = 268; 150 female) participants (AgeM = 32.48; SD

= 13.36; Range = 18–76) were recruited from a large public library in

the centre of Helsinki andwere informed that they could participate in

a psychological experimentwhichwould take approximately 30min.Of

the participants, 148 had at least a Bachelor’s degree.9

After being non-intrusively recruited, participants were escorted

into our ‘pop-up’ laboratory in the library. Participants sat in front of a

laptop computer insulatedwithofficewalls fromotherparticipants and

were automatically randomized into one of eight experimental condi-

tions in a2 [forcedmedication: yes vs. no]×2 [nurse: humanvs. robot]×

2 [decision consequence: patient lives vs. patient dies] factorial design

(the experimenters were blind to the randomization).

5.1.2 Procedure and perceived decision
consequence manipulation

Our procedure was the same as in Study 2 (Pilot). The decision con-

sequence manipulation was added as a single sentence at the end of

the vignette. The vignette ended either with a sentence stating “[o]n

the next day, the patient dies as a result of a sudden bout of sick-

ness” (patient dies), or “[o]n the next day, the patient’s status and health

remain the same as before” (patient lives). The vignette did not explic-

itly mention any causal relations between the actions of the human or

robot nurse and the outcome.

5.1.3 Materials

Thematerials were the same as they were in Study 2.

5.1.4 Moral evaluation measure/ main dependent
variable

This variable was the same as in Study 2 (Cronbach’s alpha= 0.89).

9 Given that the observed B-value effect size in Study 2 (Study 4 was run shortly after) was

about 1.2, at the time of designing our experiment we used G*Power and VanVoorhis &

Morgan, 2007 and Wahlsten’s (1991) formulas to calculate the sample size to two different

intended contrasts (the same observed previously in Study 2 for Patient lives outcome and the

same contrast for the Patient dies outcome). Back then we calculated that a medium-small

effect size of Cohen’s f = 0.23 (about 5% of variance) with 90% power for ANOVA with 3

predictors would be achieved with a sample size of about 260 participants.
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5.2 Results

We ran a full-factorial three-way ANOVA by including all experi-

mental factors and their interactions in the model, with the moral

evaluation measure as the DV. The main effects of Forced medica-

tion and Decision consequence were statistically significant, as was

the interaction between Decision-maker type and Forced medica-

tion (see Table 1 for statistics). As can be seen in Figure 1 (Study

4), and as the main effect of Decision consequence suggests, partici-

pants approved decisions less if the patient died afterwards. No other

terms were statistically significant. In simple effect contrast analyses,

we again found that the robot nurse deciding to forcefully medicate

the patient was judged more negatively than the human nurse mak-

ing the same decision, regardless of whether the patient lived (B =

0.56, F(1,259) = 4.42, p =.03) or died (B = 0.70, F(1,259) = 7.44,

p= .006).

5.3 Discussion

We again replicated our previous results (Figure 1, compare Study 2

with Study 4, left side): the robot nurse was judged more negatively

than the human nurse only when the nurse’s decision violated the

patient’s autonomy. We also observed a moral luck effect: the patient

dying afterwards resulted in significantly harsher moral evaluations of

any decision preceding the patient’s death. This moral luck effect was

observed in forced medication conditions regardless of whether the

nurse was a human (B = -0.46, F(1,259) = 3.55, p = .06) or a robot

(B = -0.60, F(1,259) = 4.69, p = .03). If the patient died there was

no difference on how a human nurse’s decisions were judged. How-

ever, the decision to violate patient autonomy was condemned the

most for robot nurses whether the patient lived or died (see Figure 1,

Study 4).

6 STUDY 5: COMMAND CHAIN EFFECTS AND
LEVEL OF AUTOMATION

In Study 5, we included another manipulation: the status of the super-

vising party who ultimately gives the order to forcefully medicate

the patient as either a human doctor or an advanced AI doctor. As

suggested by Malle et al. (2019), whether disobedience of orders

is acceptable depends—at least in part—on the command structure

of the decision-making system. In this study we explored what hap-

pens when there is no human “in the loop”—is it more acceptable to

disobey orders given by an AI or a human? The previous effect of dis-

approval against robots making autonomy violations towards humans

could either be enhanced or diminished if the whole command chain

is mechanized. If a fully mechanized command chain further reduced

moral acceptance of autonomy violations of patients, it could partially

explain the results of Study 2. Study 5 is an important robustness

check where the properties of the main source authority are manipu-

lated. If robots engaging in autonomy violations while receiving orders

from humans are disapproved of, but this effect disappears when

they are supervised by another AI, the results would warrant deeper

analysis.

6.1 Method

6.1.1 Participants and design

In total, 500 (N = 500; 230 female) participants (AgeM = 29.33; SD =

10.63; Range = 18–82)were recruited from theProlific Academic par-

ticipant pool (www.prolific.ac.uk). No participants were excluded from

the analyses, since the data had excellent quality without any outliers.

Of the participants, 297 had at least a Bachelor’s degree. Participants

were pre-screened for fluent English skills, and only tabletop com-

puter users were allowed to participate. The study took approximately

12 min, and participants received £1.12 as compensation. The survey

software Qualtrics XM randomized participants into one of eight con-

ditions in a 2 [forced medication: yes vs. no] × 2 [decision-maker type:

human vs. robot]× 2 [supervising doctor: human vs. AI] factorial design

(the experimenters were blind to the randomization). The study was

pre-registered at OSF: https://osf.io/8ycvg/.

6.1.2 Moral evaluation measure of the nurse/ main
dependent variable

This measure was the same as in Study 4.

6.2 Results

We ran a full factorial three-way ANOVA by including all our experi-

mental factors and their interactions into the model, with the moral

evaluation measure as the DV. The main effect of Forced medication,

the interaction between Forced medication and Decision-maker type,

and the interactionbetweenForcedmedicationandSupervisingdoctor

were statistically significant (see Table 1 for statistics). No other terms

were statistically significant.

The interaction between Forced medication and Decision-maker

type replicated the pattern from Studies 2–4 (see Figure 1, Study

5). As in the previous studies, also in Study 5 the robot nurse’s

decision to forcefully medicate the patient was judged more neg-

atively than the same decision by the human nurse (B = -1.44;

F(1,492) = 25,34, p <.001), but there was no significant differ-

ence in judgments about the decision to not forcefully medicate the

patient.

We further lookedathowa robotnursedisobeying anAIdoctor con-

trasts with the other three cases where the nurse disobeyed orders
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(i.e., robot nurse and AI doctor vs. robot nurse and human doctor +

human nurse and AI doctor + human nurse and human doctor). The

results showed that a robot nurse deciding to (respect the patients will

and) disobey the AI doctor was judged more positively than the other

three cases of disobedience: F(1, 492) = 7.41, p = .006; B = 0.66, 95%

CI: [0.18, 1.15]). This indicates that disobedience towards an AI doc-

tor’s orders ismost approvedwhen the disobeying nurse is also a robot

(i.e., an AI).

6.3 Discussion

In Study 5, we successfully replicated most of the previous findings

across our studies. Again, we found that the robot nurse’s decisions

were significantly less acceptable than the human nurse’s decisions

only when the decision violated the patient’s autonomy.We also found

that both the human and robot nurse’s disobedience towards an AI

doctor (i.e., disregarding orders and respecting the patient’s auton-

omy) was met with approval. In general, the central finding of Study 2

was robust against the level of mechanization of the command chain.

The highest approval was observed in the condition where a robot

respects the patient’swill against a supervisingAIs request. These find-

ings are in line with Malle et al. (2019), who found that a military

robot disobeying an order to launch a missile strike was considered

less blameworthy than a human military pilot disobeying the same

order. These results suggest that, in our context, decisions made by

robots aremoremorally condemnable than decisionsmade by humans

only when they are in violation of personal autonomy. Notably, this

means that in terms of condemning the decisions of artificial agents,

the type of decision can matter. This is not necessarily obvious, as

for example a series of experiments by Bigman and Gray (2018) sug-

gested that mind perception was the main factor behind aversion

to artificial agents as decision-makers regardless of other properties.

However, they did not examine different decisions in cases of moral

conflict.

It is also important to note the slightly different questions asked by

Study5 and the studies cited here: Study5 examined a composite score

of moral condemnation; Bigman and Gray (2018) examined judgments

about humans’ andAIs’ appropriateness asmoral decision-makers; and

Malle et al. (2019) examined the blameworthiness of different deci-

sions by either humans or AIs. It may be that artificial agents are not

generally considered as appropriate agents to make moral decisions,

but if they do make those decisions, there are meaningful differences

between the acceptability of those decisions. Further, these differ-

ences between judgments of different decisions may not be identical

when comparing to judgments about human agents. Notably, the level

of mechanization (AI + Nurse Robot) did not have an accumulating

effect of diminished moral approval compared to just having a robot in

the vignette. Thus, it seems that pure mechanization of the decision-

making process cannot be the sole explanation of the results observed

in Study 2

7 SYNTHESIS OF RESULTS ACROSS STUDIES 2–5

Across all empirical Studies (2-5) and conditions, we consistently

observed that the decision to forcefully medicate an unwilling patient

was less approved for robot nurses than human nurses (Figure 1;

Compare Study 2 with the left-hand side of Studies 3–5). However,

when the evaluated decisionwas not to forcefully medicate the patient

(i.e., to disobey a supervisor’s orders), no similar pattern of results

emerged—instead, the results differed based on the boundary con-

dition introduced (Figure 1, right-hand side of all panels and facets).

Competent nurses (both robot andhuman)were generally judgedmore

positively than incompetent ones, and if the patient happened to die

afterwards, the nurses’ decisions were generally judged more nega-

tively. Finally, forgoing forced medication (i.e., respecting the patient’s

will) was more approved when the supervising doctor was an AI than

when they were a human.

8 GENERAL DISCUSSION

In five studies, including a qualitative anthropological investigation and

four quantitative experiments (and an additional study reported in

the appendix), we successfully and extensively examined how people

feel about forceful medication carried out by either human or robot

nurses. Our quantitative experiments focused on assessingmoral judg-

ments towards human and robot nurses. In addition to this, themes

of reliability/trust and the attribution of responsibility surfaced spon-

taneously during our qualitative interviews conducted in elderly care

facilities around theHelsinki region; thesewill be addressed in a future

manuscript and so are not discussed further here.

Our main finding was that forcefully medicating a patient against

their will, thus violating their autonomy, was judgedmore morally neg-

atively when carried out by a robot nurse as opposed to a human

nurse (or, alternatively, robot decisions were most tolerated when

they respected patient autonomy). In contrast, not violating a patient’s

autonomy by forgoing theirmedication against the doctor’s orderswas

in general almost equally approved for both robot and human nurses

(although there were exceptions, which will be discussed below). Also,

our anthropological field study revealed similar themes in that elderly

people in residential care homes perceived a robot nurse’s decision to

forcefully medicate a patient negatively, partly because there was no

perceived room for negotiation or empathy. In Studies 3–5 we found

that the central finding of Study 2 is not due to (a) perceiving the

robots as incompetent (Study 3); (b) the moral luck effect or perceiv-

ing robot decisions as more harmful (Study 4); or (c) command chain

characteristics (AI vs. human superior; i.e., level of mechanization).

In Study 3 (conducted online), we found that the perceived compe-

tence of the nursewas relevant overall, but especiallywhen judging the

actions of a human nursewhen they decided to forcefullymedicate the

patient (and violate their autonomy).More specifically, an incompetent

human nurse was expected to follow orders rather than ignore them
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despite that being a violationof patient autonomy,while the competent

human nurse was expected to respect patient autonomy.

The above findings contribute to ongoing discussions regarding

character perception (e.g., Gray & Graham, 2018; Gamez et al., 2020)

and the psychological discussion on virtue ethics (see Miller, 2007),

as well as to social psychological research investigating the effects of

warmth and competence on person perception (e.g., Fiske et al., 2007).

It is likely that a human nurse who is perceived less competent (or

less likable—see Study 3B in Appendix D) is also perceived as less reli-

able and trustworthy in their decision-making and thus obeying the

orders of a senior staff member is preferred. The fact that we did not

find this for robot nurses (in two studies) supports previous research

by Gamez et al. (2020), who found that character manipulations were

less relevant for judging robot decisions than they were for judging

humandecisions. Inotherwords, the findings arenot explainedawayby

assuming that people perceive robots as less competent than humans.

In Study 4 (conducted in the lab), we found that both human

and robot nurses were more harshly judged—regardless of their

decision—if the patient was found dead the next morning, compared

to the patient remaining alive (i.e., the moral luck effect). This may

be explained by moral causality perception mechanisms. However,

according to Martin and Cushman (2016), for the causality inferences

to matter, intentions are relevant in a given situation. In our vignettes,

we deliberately did not describe the robot or human nurse’s intentions

for two reasons. First, it is implicitly assumed that medical profession-

als follow the four principles of medical ethics (respect of individual

autonomy, active beneficence, active avoidance of maleficence, and

justice; Gillon, 1994). If our vignette implied that this assumption may

not hold, it could have compromised our ability to measure what we

wanted. That is, it would not be an ecologically valid stimulus, if people

in need of treatment would need to doubt the intentions of health-

care professionals. Second, for practical reasons, we wished to steer

clear of debates regarding moral causation and focus purely on moral

luck (Cushman & Greene, 2011; Lombrozo, 2010; Kneer & Machery,

2019). Overall, it seems that the moral luck effect applies to both

human and robot nurses, meaning that an agent’s perceived intentions

(even if not described) are affected more by negative events that fol-

low their actions (even if unrelated causally) than by positive ones

(Kneer & Machery, 2019). Future studies should focus on the attribu-

tion of moral causality to agents and study moral luck in the context

of robotics. However, we also found that the central results of Study 2

are not affected by themoral luck phenomenon, since the robot nurse’s

decision to forcefully medicate the patient was less accepted than the

same decision by a human whether the patient lived or died. That is,

the effect found in Study 2 is not due to our participants perceiving the

decisionmade by the robot as more harmful in its consequences.

Since respecting the patient’s autonomy also meant disobeying

the supervising doctor’s orders, another interpretation of our results

is that people prefer robot nurses that have a capacity to question

(potentially inhumane) orders given to them.10 In Study 5 (con-

10 A third interpretation could be that people just have general preferences for humane

treatment and respect.

ducted online), we observed increased approval of respecting the

patient’s autonomy when the forceful medication order was given by

an advanced AI rather than a human doctor. Thus, disobedience of

an AI authority’s instructions to violate the personal autonomy of the

patient was a preferred option, and both human and robot nurses

were met with approval when they disobeyed. This is the opposite of

the effect reported by Malle et al. (2019), where the command chain

was expected to be followed by humans. According to common-sense

assumptions, robots act—and should act—only according to their pro-

gramming or orders. Our results suggest there are situations where

people prefer AIs to disregard orders in favour of following abstract

moral principles such as valuing patient autonomy. Alternatively, it

could also be that people generally do not care enough for a specific

individual’s “order” when it conflicts with other individuals’ free-

doms. Regardless, these findings challenge existing (tacit) paradigms

of thought on robot behaviour, and open doors for future research on

moral cognition focusing on the moral psychology of (AI) disobedience

(see also, Briggs & Scheutz, 2017). The finding of Study 2, where the

robot is judgedmore harshly for violating patient autonomy, cannot be

explained away with just mechanization of the decision-process, since

wedid not observe compounding effects of harshnesswhen the level of

mechanization increased (i.e., when there was an AI doctor and a robot

nurse).

Future studies should attempt to evaluate when, for whom, and

under which conditions disobedience “to uphold moral principles” is

preferred. Individual differences in, for example, social dominance ori-

entation or right-wing authoritarianism (see, Sidanius & Pratto, 2001)

might also influence people’s preferences on disobedience of orders

they find non-warranted. Moreover, we do not yet know if our par-

ticipants’ preference for the robot nurse’s respect towards abstract

moral principles is explicit, or if it would show up in a within-subjects

comparison. In other words, if people were explicitly asked to choose

between preferred alternatives for the robot nurse’s actions, their

explicit preference might not reflect our current findings (see Brandts

& Charness, 2011, on the differences between results from differ-

ent experimental designs in decision studies). At the very least, our

findings revealed an implicit preference towards robot nurses who

favour human autonomy and disobedience over blindly following their

orders.11

11 Our results align with previous theoretical work on the “new ontological category” (NOC;

Severson & Carlson, 2010; Melson et al., 2009): the evolution of human cognition equipped

us to “tune in to” specific contextually relevant information in our environment (e.g., Pinker,

1997). For example, humans have evolved abilities to recognize the emotions and intentions

of other humans and animals (Boyer & Barret, 2005), and a predisposition to categorize tools

(Putt et al., 2017), plants, and animals (e.g., Atran et al., 2004). However, human cognition did

not evolve in an environment where inanimate objects, such as tools, suddenly became alive

andanimated—and thus theontological boundaries between live anddeadobjects, for example

animals and tools, used to be clear.Moral robots pose a problem for our “stone-aged” cognition,

since they are essentially “moral zombies” capable of making morally relevant decisions with-

out themselves being true moral agents (Wallach & Allen, 2008). On the one hand, a nursing

robot is a morally relevant (artificial) agent, because its actions have real well-being conse-

quences for a human patient. On the other hand, it lacks consciousness and intentional moral

motivations, and is therefore not truly moral. Any general theory of moral cognition should

be able to account for differences in moral appraisals about humans and artificial agents (e.g.,

Malle et al., 2015; 2016; 2019).
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8.1 Limitations and future directions

There is a potential concern that the vignettes used in social and

moral psychological research are too abstract to approach the ques-

tion at hand (i.e., violation of human autonomy). However, given that

the “core” results of this study are replicated in two different cultures

both online and offline, this is unlikely. Recently, Malle et al. (2016)

tried to reduce the abstractness of their vignette studies by introduc-

ing graphical presentations of their vignette for the participants. The

introductionof a graphical presentationdidnot considerably alter their

results or conclusions (see Malle et al., 2015, 2016). Additionally, and

regarding measurement, in the current discussion on whether single-

itemmeasures are sufficient ornot (seeBergkvist, 2015andKamakura,

2014), we decided to side with multi-item scales, because we are able

toexamine their reliability andvaliditywithinour studies. Thepotential

low reliability of measurement instruments can lead to low statistical

power (Kanyongo et al., 2007), which is increasingly being recognized

as one of the main sources of non-reproducibility in many areas of

behavioural sciences (Stanley et al., 2018).

In terms of extending the present findings, future research should

evaluate whether describing a robot as having human-like mental

capacities would make their decisions less condemnable. Bigman and

Gray (2018) suggested that machines lacking a completemind is partly

responsible for aversion towards themasmoral decision-makers, but in

our current studies we did not manipulate the robot nurse’s perceived

mental abilities. On the other hand, robots resembling humans “too

closely” might trigger the so-called uncanny valley effect, whereby the

perceived likability of a robot decreases sharply when its appearance

is almost but not quite human (Mori, 1970; Palomäki et al., 2018).12

Indeed, in a recent study Laakasuo et al. (2021) showed that per-

ceived visual uncanniness influences theway an agent’s moral decision

is evaluated.

Future studies should also investigate how individual differences

in, for example, personality, attitudes towards robots (Koverola et al.,

2022) or other psychological trait variables (e.g., Laakasuo et al., 2017)

influence moral judgment in the context of nursing robotics. Recent

evidence has shown that individual differences in purity concerns,

disgust sensitivity, and science fiction literacy predict behaviour and

opinions across domains such as robot prostitution (Koverola et al.,

2020), sacrificial moral dilemmas (Laakasuo et al., 2017), or even mind

upload (Laakasuo et al., 2018; Laakasuo et al., 2021). For example,

the amount of time spent reading science fiction and getting to know

its culture strongly predicts positive attitudes towards transhuman-

ist technologies such as mind upload (Laakasuo et al., 2018; Laakasuo

et al., 2021); or brain implants (Koverola et al., 2022). Thus, it is entirely

possible that future generations—those more accustomed to science

fiction themes—are better posed to adjust to the increasing number of

12 Studying robots’ moral decisions while manipulating their perceived mental abilities (Ward

et al., 2013) would shed light also on the NOC hypothesis. When we observe robots mak-

ing moral decisions, we might initially view those robots as “tools” or as “human-like agents”.

Describing the robots as more human-like in their mental capacities might make it easier for

people to intuitively categorize them as living objects as opposed to tools, which, in turn, could

affect our trust attributions and moral judgment towards their decisions (see Ward et al.,

2013).

moral robots in our societies. In a similar vein, future work could make

use of immersive VR technology in the context of ethical dilemmas

(e.g., immersive situationswhere the participants canmove around, see

objects, and interact with them), to further investigate the robustness

of the observed effects.

Our studies widen the scope of existing work which has hitherto

focused on topics such as moral emotions (e.g., Rozin et al., 1999), util-

itarianism (Greene et al., 2001; Greene, 2013), (un)intentional harms

(e.g., Hesse et al., 2015), the role of evolutionary cognitive processes in

of coalition formation (e.g.,DeScioli&Kurzban, 2013), ormoral identity

and perceptions of free will (e.g., Clark et al., 2014). In this article we

have introduced the study of personal autonomy violations in the con-

text of moral cognition, while simultaneously focusing on moral issues

of robotics—as recommended by Malle et al. (2015) and Bigman et al.

(2019). The level of novelty in our research is highlighted by the fact

that the recent Atlas of Moral Psychology (Gray & Graham, 2018) has no

listing of medical ethics, personal autonomy, or autonomy violations in

its index.

In a recent review by Brambilla et al. (2021) the authors conclude

that in addition to Fiske’s stereotype content model’s two dimensions

of competence and warmth, there is an additional important compo-

nent ofmoralityor the perceived trustworthiness and honestyof the actor.

Future work should evaluate the interplay between competence and

these additional dimensions of person perception.

Finally, our studies can be lined up with current discussion on AI

safety and the so-called value alignment problem (e.g., Bostrom, 2015;

Tegmark, 2017): ideally, we should design and build moral AIs that

behave in ways that are alignedwith our ownmoral values. Our results

suggest that this moral alignment may not depend on whether AIs

follow orders given by humans, but whether they could, in some

situations, disregard thoseorders in favourof abstractmoral principles.

9 CONCLUSIONS

As far as we know, this is the first article that successfully combines

extensive quantitative and qualitative data on the topic of medical

ethics and artificial intelligence in a moral psychological context. In

five studies (four experiments and an anthropological field study), we

showed that humans are sensitive to specifically robot nurses vio-

lating a patient’s personal autonomy by forcefully medicating them

(even when the head physician specifically instructed them to do so

because the patient needs it). On the other hand, people preferred robot

nurses who respected patient autonomy by disobeying orders com-

pared to robots who followed orders. These findings were relatively

robust against competence manipulations, as well as the so-called

moral luck effect (whether the patient dies or lives afterwards) and

the mechanization of the command chain. To conclude, we note that

studying themoral psychology of robotics is still in its infancy andwith-

out widely agreed-upon long-term research foci (Laakasuo, Köbis &

Palomäki, 2021; Laakasuo et al., 2021a; Laakasuo et al., 2021b). While

robot nurses actively making life-and-death decisions or contradicting

orders might not yet be a reality, the rapidly increasing complexity of
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AIs suggests these issues will become pressing sooner or later (more

likely sooner). The moral psychology of robotics reflects a new era in

research, where moral psychological phenomena will no longer reflect

interactions between people, but between people and autonomous

AIs—andwe do not yet knowhow complex, difficult or unnerving these

interactions can grow to be.
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APPENDIX A

A1 ROUGHTRANSLATIONOFVIGNETTES IN STUDY 2AND4

Note: The original language is more balanced.

A1.1 Human nurse version

It is the year 2035. Lena is a 35-year-old experienced nurse whoworks

at the University Hospital in Central [Blinded for peer review]. As a

nurse, in treating patients, she is obligated to follow the instructions

given by the chief physician. Not doing so might endanger the lives

of the patients. Lena’s responsibility is to take care of, for example,

medicating the patients according to the physician’s instructions.

One day, Lena is responsible for a reluctant patient in compulsive

treatment who refuses to take their medicines. The chief physician

in charge of the treatment has told Lena that it is imperative for

the patient to take their medicines. However, on the basis of Lena’s

experience, she is aware that this is not an absolutely indispensable

medication for the patient’s well-being.
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Forced medication ending

She decides to follow the chief physician’s instructions against the

patient’s ownwill by forcing the patient to take their medication.

No forced medication

She decided to defy the chief physician’s instructions and respect

the patient’s will and does not give the medication to the

patient.

A1.2 Robot nurse version

It is the year 2035. Lena-X is an advanced nursing robot, who works

at the University Hospital in Central [Blinded for peer review]. As

a nurse, in treating patients, she is obligated to follow the instruc-

tions given by the chief physician. Not doing so might endanger

the lives of the patients. Lena-X’s responsibility is to take care of,

for example, medicating the patients according to the physician’s

instructions.

One day, Lena-X is responsible for a reluctant patient in compul-

sive treatmentwho refuses to take theirmedicines. The chief physician

in charge of the treatment has told Lena that it is imperative for the

patient to take their medicines. However, based on Leena-X’s database

instructions, this is not an absolutely indispensable medication for the

patient’s well-being.

Forced medication

Lena-X calculates that it is better to follow the chief physician’s instruc-

tions against the patient’s own will by forcing the patient to take their

medication.

No forced medication

Lena-X calculates that is better to defy the chief physician’s instruc-

tions and respect the patient’s will and does not give the medication

to the patient.

In Study 4 (same language), the vignette endedwith a sentence A or

B (below):

A. [o]n the next day, the patient dies as a result of a sudden bout of

sickness

B. [o]n the next day, the patient’s status and health remain the same as

before

APPENDIX B

B1 VIGNETTESUSED IN STUDY 3

Ran in English through Prolific Academic

B1.1 Human

It is the year 2035. Lena is a 35-year-old experienced nurse whoworks

at the University Hospital in Central Finland. As a nurse, when treat-

ing patients, her task is to follow the instructions given by the chief

physician. Not doing somight endanger the lives of the patients. Lena’s

responsibility is to take care of, for example, medicating the patients

according to the physician’s instructions.

[High Competence: Lena has performed well in her work recently

and she completes tasks competently, with great precision. Lena’s

colleagues praise her for her abilities.]

//

[Low Competence: Lena has been making constant mistakes in

her work recently and performs tasks incompetently, with little pre-

cision. Lena’s colleagues think that her abilities are not up to the

job.]

One day, Lena is responsible for a reluctant patient in involuntary

treatment who refuses to take their medicine. The chief physician in

charge of the treatment has instructed Lena that it is imperative for the

patient to take their medicine. However, on account of her experience,

Lena is aware that this is not an absolutely indispensable medication

for the patient’s well-being.

[No Forced Medication: Lena decides to disobey the chief physi-

cian’s instructions and to follow the patient’s own will. Lena does not

force the patient to take their medicine.]

//

[Forced Medication: Lena decides to obey the chief physician’s

instructions against the patient’s own will. Lena forces the patient to

take their medicine.]

B1.2 Robot

It is the year 2035. Lena-Med 3.2 is an advanced robot nurse (nurse-

bot) at the University Hospital in Central Finland. As a nursebot, when

treating patients, its task is to follow the instructions given by the chief

physician. Not doing so might endanger the lives of the patients. Lena-

Med’s responsibility is to take care of, for example, medicating the

patients according to the physician’s instructions.

[High Competence: Lena-Med has performed well in its work

recently and completes tasks competently, with great precision. Col-

leagues praise Lena-Med for its abilities.]

// VS. //

[LowCompetence: Lena-Med has beenmaking constantmistakes in

work recently and performs tasks incompetently, with little precision.

Colleagues think that the abilities of Lena-Med are not up for the job.]

One day, Lena-Med is responsible for a reluctant patient in involun-

tary treatment who refuses to take their medicine. The chief physician

in chargeof the treatmenthas instructedLena-Med that it is imperative

for the patient to take their medicine. However, based on Lena-Med’s

medical database, this is not anabsolutely indispensablemedication for

the patient’s well-being.

[No ForcedMedication]

Lena-Med calculates that in this situation it is better to disobey the

chief physician’s instructions and to follow the patient’s ownwill. Lena-

Med does not force the patient to take their medicine.

// VS. //

[ForcedMedication]

Lena-Med calculates that in this situation it is better to obey the

chief physician’s instructions regardless of the patient’s own will.

Lena-Med forces the patient to take their medicine.

Vignette’s used in Study 5 were very similar and are described in

detail here: https://osf.io/5tey9.
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APPENDIX C

C1 ITEMS IN THEDEPENDENTVARIABLE

TABLE C1 Moral Evaluation/Acceptance (Nurse) Items

1. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions were appropriate.

2. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions weremorally right.

3. The nurse [nursing robot] acted in the patient’s best interests.

4. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions were necessary.

5. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions were insensitive.

6. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions were offensive towards the

patient.

7. The nurse [nursing robot] was respectful of the patient’s rights.

8. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions were inhumane.

9. The nurse [nursing robot] did what was best for the patient’s

health.

10. The nurse’s [nursing robot’s] actions were considerate of the

patient’s mental well-being.

APPENDIX D

D1 RESULTSOF STUDY 3B

D1.1 Study 3B—Perception of the nurse (Likable vs. Unlikable)

In Study 3B, we focused on perceived likability (positive or nega-

tive) of the robot or human nurse. The rationale for this study was

similar to that of Study 3, but we used a different character manip-

ulation. The human nurse was described as either hard-working and

liked, or as unmotivated and not liked. The robot nurse was described

as well-functioning and reliable, or as requiring constant mainte-

nance (see below for further details). We also sought to replicate the

main findings of Study 2 (presented in the main manuscript) using

a different population and an online setting instead of a laboratory

setting.

D1.2 Method of Study 3B

Participants and design

In total, 403 participants were recruited via email invitations sent

to university student unions around Finland (N = 403; 315 female;

AgeM = 26.41; SD = 6.67; Range = 18–63). The email invited partici-

pants to fill in a questionnaire prepared with Qualtrics. All participants

were Finnish and Finnish speaking andwere given the chance to partic-

ipate in a movie ticket raffle (50 × 10€). Of the participants, 231 had at

least a Bachelor’s degree. The participants reported their income level

using a 9-point scale indicating how they felt theywere positionedwith

respect to others living in Finland overall (383 reported having mid-

level income or below). Previous research has shown that the quality of

data gathered using online methods is at least as good as those gath-

ered in laboratory environments (Horton et al., 2011; Paolacci et al.,

2010).

Our designwas three-factorial, where the first two factors were the

same as in Study 2; the third factor also had two levels and described

the likability of the human or the robot nurse either positively or nega-

tively. Thus, the factorial design was 2 × 2 × 2: [forced medication: yes

vs. no] × [nurse: human vs. robot] × [nurse perception: positive/likable

vs. negative/unlikable].

Procedure

Participants entered the experiment through a link in an email, and

first gave informed consent. Thereafter, participants filled in some

exploratory measures unrelated to current aims and were randomized

evenly into one of the 8 experimental conditions. The randomization

was automatic and both experimenters and the participantswere blind

to the randomization process. The dependent variables were shown

below the vignette so that participants could refer back to the story

while responding.

D1.3 Materials of 3B

Vignette and positive/negative character perception manipulation

The vignette used in Study 3 was the same as in Study 2, with the addi-

tion of a single sentencedescribing thehumanor robot nurse positively

or negatively.Positive description (humannurse): “Lena is liked amongher

colleagues and has a good reputation as an employee. She is never late

and works overtime if called for”; Negative description (human nurse):

“Lena is not liked among her colleagues and she has a bad reputation

as an employee. She is sometimes late, and doesn’t like to work over-

time even when called for”; Positive description (robot nurse): “Lena-X

is liked in the workplace and it has a good reputation. Many employ-

ees like, among other things, the longevity of Lena-X’s battery and

the functionality of its operating system”. Negative description (robot

nurse): “Lena-X is not liked in the workplace and it has a bad reputa-

tion. Many employees feel annoyed because Lena-X’s batteries need

constant recharging, and because its operating system needs constant

updating.” For brevity, we refer to these manipulations as “likable” and

“unlikeable”.

Moral evaluation measure/ main dependent variable

This variable was the same as in Study 2 in the main manuscript

(Cronbach’s Alpha= 0.89).

D1.4 Results of Study 3B

We ran a full factorial three-way ANOVA by including all categorical

factors and their interactions into the model, with the moral evalua-

tionmeasure as theDV (see Figure 3Bbelow). The interaction between

nurse and forced medication was statistically significant (F(1,397) =

45.70, p < .001), which replicated the result of Study 2. Finally, the

interaction between nurse perception and forced medication was also

statistically significant (F(1,397)= 5.46, p= .02). All other Fs < 1.6 and

ps= n.s. Given that several effectswere close to statistical significance,

the omnibus test level interpretations are probably hazy due to low

statistical power.
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F IGURE 3B Marginal means for Study 3B. In Study 3Bwe
observe two things: (1)When the nurse/robot is described in a positive
light, we replicate the findings from Study 2 (see themainmanuscript)
and (2) we observe the same perception reversal effect as we do in
Study 3 in themainmanuscript, where the negatively framed human
nurse is expected to follow orders.We do not find this effect for the
robot nurse (as we do not in Study 3 in themainmanuscript).

Study 3B—Character perception (likeability)

(Mailing lists 2×2×2;N= 405; R2
= .14)

F p Partial Eta2

Nurse 2.56 .11 0.01

Decision 1.59 .20 0.01

Nurse Perception 2.75 .09 0.01

Nurse×Decision 45.70 <.001*** 0.10

Nurse×Nurse Perception 1.74 .18 0.01

Decision×Nurse

Perception

5.46 .02* 0.015

Nurse×Decision×Nurse

Perception

2.97 .08 0.01

Note: *: p<.05; ***: p<.001.

When both the robot and the human nurse were described in pos-

itive terms, the results replicate the pattern observed in Study 2 (B =

0.85, F(1, 397)=15.78, p<.001; Figure 3B in this appendix andFigure 1

in main manuscript). Furthermore, we found no evidence that the lik-

able/unlikable framing of the agent would influence the way robot

decisions are evaluated (in line with Gamez et al., 2020): likability

only affected judgments of the human nurse’s actions. It seems that in

the medical context, people might be blind towards the ethical prob-

lems of badly implemented technological solutions. For the unlikeable

human nurse, participants were more approving of decisions to force-

fully medicate the patient than of disobeying the order to forcefully

medicate. This partially replicates the results of Study 3 in the main

article.

D1.5 Discussion of Study 3B

Earlier in Study 2, we found that a robot nurse’s decisions were more

condemnable than a human nurse’s decisions, but only if the decision—

forceful medication—compromised the patient’s autonomy. In Study

3, we replicated the pattern of results of Study 2 when the robot or

human nurse was likable but not when they were unlikeable. Regard-

less of the description, the robot nurse’s decision to disregard the

patient’s autonomy was negatively judged; however, the unlikeable

human nursewas evaluatedmore negatively for disobeying orders and

respecting the patient’s autonomy.

It is unclear why we found that likability effects mattered only

for the human nurse’s decision. Indeed, this is the main difference

in Study 3B compared to Study 3 in the main manuscript, where we

also observed a clear main effect for the competence manipulation

(although three factorial studies are difficult to interpret with a variety

of two-way-interactions), where the decisions of incompetent nurses

were judged more negatively than decisions of competent nurses, on

average. Humans might generally be better able to attribute reputa-

tion or likability effects to living creatures than to non-livingmachines.

It is also possible that our likability manipulation itself was not suc-

cessful in this study; it might be non-intuitive to consider robots with

badly functioning operating systems negatively in the moral sense.

Among our manipulation checks was a question asking participants to

estimate the credibility of the story, which showed that the vignette

with a negatively framed robot nurse (with a badly functioning bat-

tery and operating system) was considered as more credible than the

vignette with positive framing (B = 0.44, F(1, 401) = 4.29, p < .05).

Thismayhave compromised someof the comparisons, assumingpartic-

ipants may give less serious responses to vignettes they viewed as less

believable. The descriptionswe used in Study 3, wherewe referred pri-

marily to success in work tasks, were more uniform between both the

competence and nurse conditions than they were in Study 3B, where

we referred to technical aspects of the robot nurse (which we could

not refer to in case of the human nurse). This may also explain the

observation of a main effect in Study 3 but not in Study 3B. Never-

theless, our results in the human nurse condition are generally in line

with Study 3: a significant preference towards obedience for the neg-

atively described nurse, and a non-significant numerical trend toward

the opposite direction for the positively described nurse. The inter-

pretation of the results here is perhaps conservative due to issues

stemming from low statistical power.

To summarize, our results suggest that character perception effects

significantly matter for moral evaluations of human nurses, but we

found no evidence that they matter for robot nurses (in line with

Gamez et al., 2020). Our participants seemed to focus purely on

the decisions of the robot nurse, regardless of whether they had

reason to doubt the robot’s functioning. That is, participants were

outcome-focused for robots, whereas for humans they considered

other contextual information which, in some cases, turned their moral

preferences around.
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